
 

 



Benghazi Hero Drops Jaws,
Reveals OBAMA'S And Comey's
Character Assassination Squad
BY BEN MARQUIS   

 Share  Tweet  Email  Print

When it was announced Friday evening that former FBI Deputy
Director Andrew McCabe had been fired on the recommendation
of both the Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General
and the FBI’s Office of Professional Responsibility, there were
plenty of “hot takes” from politicians and media figures on both
the right and left.

However, according to BizPac Review, the hottest take of all in
regard to McCabe’s termination may have come from one of the
heroes who emerged from the deadly 2012 Benghazi terrorist
attack, Kris “Tanto” Paronto.

WARNING: The following tweet contains profane language that
some readers may find offensive.

Paronto, a former U.S. Army Ranger who was a security
contractor in Benghazi at the time of the attack and helped fend
off repeated waves of assaults by terrorists at the U.S. consulate
and nearby CIA annex, took to Twitter to make his feelings known
in regard to McCabe, as well as former FBI Director James Comey
and former CIA Director John Brennan.
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He began with a tweet which eviscerated McCabe’s rebuttal
claiming he had been “singled out” in an effort to “slander” him
and the FBI in general by President Donald Trump and his
administration.

Paronto tweeted, “Slander
the FBI and Law
Enforcement?! You’ve got
to be s—-ing me Andy. You,
James and your @BarackObama appointed syndicate brought
nothing but lies, politics, corruption & disgrace to a once great
FBI. @Comey #AndrewMcCabe #LockThemUp.”

Slander the @FBI and Law Enforcement?! You’ve got to be shitting
me Andy. You , James and your @BarackObama appointed
syndicate brought nothing but lies, politics, corruption&disgrace
to a once great FBI. @Comey #AndrewMcCabe#LockThemUp

— Kris Paronto (@KrisParonto) March 17, 2018

But it was the tweet he sent immediately following that which
really garnered attention, as he appeared to indicate that
partisan members of the FBI attempted to slap him and the other
team members from Benghazi with excessive use of force
charges, presumably in relation to their use of deadly force to
defend the consulate and CIA annex from repeated attacks.

By the way, as you’re on your way out I want to thank you, James
and your @HillaryClinton supporting hacks at the @FBI for trying
to pin excessive force use on myself and my team after coming
home from Benghazi. You all are the worst scum of
human. @Comey �#SorryNotSorry

— Kris Paronto (@KrisParonto) March 17, 2018
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“By the way, as you’re on
your way out I want to
thank you, James and your
@HillaryClinton supporting
hacks at the @FBI for trying

to pin excessive force use on myself and my team after coming
home from Benghazi. You all are the worst scum of human.
@Comey #SorryNotSorry,” the Benghazi hero tweeted.

That astonishing assertion — that he and other Benghazi heroes
were targeted for legal reprisal by partisan hacks at the FBI —
cannot be independently verified at this time. But it will be
interesting to see if any further information in regard to this
claim is shared by Paronto or one of his teammates, or perhaps
even the upcoming DOJ-OIG report which has been looking into
allegations of FBI misconduct.

 

But Paronto wasn’t quite done yet, as he then set his sights on
Comey. He posted a tweet in response to the veiled threat issued
to Trump by the former director that Comey’s own version of
events would be heard by the American people “very soon” — as
in, as soon as his lucrative and profitable book tour kicks off.

Still beating your “honorable” drum James?? 😂🤣.Yea, because
your words hold so much truth after lying continually&protecting
the criminal @HillaryClinton 🙄 . Say what you want, I won’t
believe a word of it. You have zero integrity which you
earned. @Comey #believeyourownBShttps://t.co/s3A8ww6RuL

— Kris Paronto (@KrisParonto) March 17, 2018
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criminal @HillaryClinton. Say what you want, I won’t believe a
word of it. You have zero integrity which you earned.
@Comey #believeyourownBS,” Paronto tweeted.

Nor did he let the more open and unhinged threat against Trump
from Brennan slide either, as he tweeted a short time later,
“Showing your true partisan colors that you took into the @CIA, a
govt organization that should be politically neutral. Being
nominated by @BarackObama though it should come as no
surprise. You put #politicsbeforepatriots.”

Showing your true partisan colors that you took into the @CIA , a
govt organization that should be politically neutral. Being
nominated by @BarackObama though it should come as no
surprise 🙄🤨. You
put #politicsbeforepatriots https://t.co/U66wtjxXvT

— Kris Paronto (@KrisParonto) March 18, 2018

This man knows a thing or two more than the average
government bureaucrat about such things as honor, patriotism
and service to country, and he isn’t the least bit afraid to let the
partisan hacks who have infested the bureaucratic deep state
know exactly how he feels about their duplicitous actions.

Hopefully more information will emerge in the near future to
validate and support his claim of being targeted by those same
slimy hacks in the aftermath of the Benghazi terror attack, now
that a nonpartisan and less vindictive rule of law is being
restored.
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